
Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by latino - 2011/04/10 01:56
_____________________________________

Hi:

I am really sad to see the charting plugin displaying no sense charts. Lack of key parameters makes this of _limited
usage_.

NO SENSE CHART

How you can explain that a differece of almost 800 of 3,000 is displayed at same point. See Votos 92 and Votos 96 of
the link above.

I have already purchased the Data Pack for another domain and I plan to buy for this one but I need charts to be more
versatile. For example, There should be a parameter to determine top value for axis. 

I was also forced to add a '0' to the (thousands) at last data point because the chart was displaying completely wrongly. 
This one seems as a bug.

I hope this could be addressed soon.

Thanks!

============================================================================

Re: Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by latino - 2011/04/10 02:00
_____________________________________

Specifically...

Why 92 and 96 data point for PNP and PPD are displayed identically when there is HUGE difference?

:(

============================================================================

Re: Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by admin - 2011/04/11 06:06
_____________________________________

Hello,

Sorry, but we can open provided link, 404 HTTP error page is shown.

BTW, could you provide plugin code which you use?

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re: Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by latino - 2011/04/11 13:23
_____________________________________

Hi 

please check again.

The code is this one: 
                    {arijdatavisualizer tableId="tblData" type="area" hideTable="false"} {/arijdatavisualizer}                

If you want tthe data table let e know.
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Thanks again!

 B)

============================================================================

Re: Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by admin - 2011/04/12 10:04
_____________________________________

Download and re-install the plugin please. After this add the next attributes to {arijdatavisualizer} tag:


srcType="float" floatDelim=","


Code will look like:


{arijdatavisualizer tableId="tblData" type="area" hideTable="false" srcType="float" floatDelim=","}{/arijdatavisualizer}


Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re: Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by latino - 2011/04/13 01:07
_____________________________________

Hi:
Still same problem, chart shows the same although there is huge difference between data points.  Have tried clearing
cache no luck... Have modified table code and plugin still shows as v1.1.1.

:(

============================================================================

Re: Data Visualizer No-Sense
Posted by latino - 2011/04/13 01:26
_____________________________________

Thanks You!!

I used find and install and version 1.2.0 was properly installed.  The graph could improve but now it makes sense. Will
test more and report back If I find a major problem.

Thanks again!!!!!!

:)

============================================================================
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